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Media Monitoring: Extract of Press News on Higher Education in Africa 

1. Inside Higher Eds 

Doctoral Training Should Meet the Equity Moment (Global) 

Inequity is on everyone’s lips. The disproportionate toll on people of color during the pandemic from both 

COVID-19 and police violence brought into laser-sharp focus the unjust obstacles many people face in our 

society. This moment has elevated the language and concepts of critical social theories to the status of 

everyday conversations, public conflicts and policy backlashes. It has also elevated ending racial injustice 

and achieving equity as stated goals of many universities, nonprofits, corporations, neighborhood 

initiatives and even the federal government. In many professions, the world of post-pandemic work will be 

deeply shaped by the equity enterprise for, at the very least, the three to seven years of the Biden-Harris 

administration yet to come. But how can an equitable and just society, sector, organization or even 

initiative be achieved? What does equity look like in practice? These are the questions currently occupying 

center stage in Zoom meetings all around the country. While the social sciences and humanities (SSH) 

helped create the theoretical groundswell that mainstreamed inequity as a problem, they must now 

contribute to solutions. SSH scholars should do so not just through producing more social theory but also 

by readying the next crop of SSH Ph.D.s to lead the social-change charge. We need an SSH workforce that 

can move from asking what has gone wrong to asking what it can do about it and how it can do that well. 

This crucial contribution should start with doctoral training that meets the current historic moment. In 

turn, that training and its accompanying reorientation of post-Ph.D. career purpose and prospects can help 

turn the tide on the mental health crisis of our doctoral SSH workforce. In their theoretical training, 

graduates of SSH doctoral programs are well equipped to transition to applied equity-related work. Clearly 

articulating and defining complex concepts is the bread and butter of the social sciences and humanities; 

words are our trade. As such, many SSH Ph.D.s bring a well-honed skill of challenging conceptual 

assumptions, being fastidious about the definitions of words under use and considering concepts in their 

historical trajectories. These abilities are vital to an important step on the road of change in organizational 

policies and everyday practices: to clearly define and operationalize critical concepts. What does it mean 

to have antiracist government policies? How can business research teams think about equity in social data 

collection and analysis? How do you train managers and supervisors to act with cultural humility toward a 

diverse workforce? SSH Ph.D.s are well placed to help answer these types of questions. While current 

theoretical training in SSH doctoral programs translates well into addressing conceptual challenges facing 

equity-oriented groups, many SSH students graduate inadequately equipped with the practical skills they 

need to contribute to this work. Most SSH programs still prepare doctoral students primarily for 

professoriate paths, where they would research and teach as tenure-track and eventually tenured 

academics. Such positions differ from other career paths in the types and sizes of collaborations they entail, 

the kinds of questions they ask and for what purpose, and the type and style of writing they produce and 

for whom. 

Read more here 

2. KBC 

University Don urges youth to enroll in TVETs to self-reliant (Kenya) 

Gaitho says TVETs offer a wide range of opportunities for the youth to be self-reliant once they complete 

their studies. “Supporting the youth to gain relevant skills is the only way to address unemployment and 

https://www.insidehighered.com/advice/2021/07/27/reorienting-doctoral-training-toward-equity-and-solving-social-challenges-opinion
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enhance entrepreneurship. We must be deliberate in creating these opportunities,” he added. His 

sentiments were echoed by the Kenya Private Sector Alliance (KEPSA) Foundation, chairman Eng. Patrick 

Obath who called on the private sector to be at the centre stage in assisting the youth and the TVET sub-

sector in general. “Without a doubt the collaboration between the institutions and the industry in general 

will play a significant role in transforming Kenya into an industrialized, middle-income Country providing a 

high-quality life to all its citizens,” he said. Obath also shared insights on the need to diversify secondary 

and higher education streams to create equity by investing more in education that guarantees equal 

outcomes saying the private sector should support growth of value chains for small businesses through 

outsourcing and providing professional services. The two spoke during a recent virtual meeting held to 

celebrate this year’s World Youth Skills Day hosted by Egerton University with Gaitho urging the youth to 

be more aggressive in acquiring additional skills saying it will give them a head start in the job market. 

Technical Services, and Kenya National Qualifications Authority (KNQA) director Stanley Maindi said there 

is a huge mismatch between what academia is producing and what the labour market requires. “We have 

continued to have a shortage of relevant skilled manpower to power our economy. The existence of the 

authority is to ensure there is quality and relevance in what we are offering,” He noted. Davis 

Waithaka from Elimu holdings said the private sector can provide support by investing in the ICT 

infrastructure in partnership with government, providing affordable financing and education – through 

provision of the specifications required from the small businesses. “We need to have a structured 

engagement, both at the national and even at the county levels, so that we are able to continuously 

engage,” added Tom Mulati, Director of Technical Education, and Ministry of Education. 

Read more here 

3. My Joy Online 

Government to establish girls STEM SHS in Accra (Ghana) 

The Minister of Education, Dr Yaw Osei Adutwum, says the government has allocated land for the 

construction of a girls STEM Senior High School (SHS) in Kpone Katamanso, Accra affiliated with the African 

Institute for Mathematical Sciences (AIMS). The 12.6 acres of land will also be used for the construction of 

a world-class campus for AIMS to nurture Ghana and Africa’s talented female students from SHS to tertiary 

in STEM-related fields of study. The project, the Minister said, was part of the 11-model state-of-the art 

STEM SHS being built across the country to be equipped with 12 laboratories and a STEM pathway 

established in some existing SHS with four laboratories. The Minister announced this on Saturday at the 

9th graduation ceremony of AIMS Ghana, of which 37 students from 11 African countries graduated with 

a Master of Mathematical Sciences degree in Accra. He said the government’s agenda to promote STEM 

education was part of a grand plan to increase the Science Humanities ratio from the current 40:60 to 

60:40 in favour of the Sciences. Government priority in STEM education is part of Ghana’s reform project 

to reposition the educational system to equip learners with the 21st-century skills to be fit for purpose. It 

is also to prepare the critical mass of empowered Ghanaians for socio-economic transformation and 

become active participants in the 4th Industrial Revolution. Dr Adutwum said Ghana’s Gross Tertiary 

Enrolment Ratio (GTER) stands at 18.84 per cent, which fell short of the target of 25 per cent envisaged by 

the Education Strategic Plan. He said the government had established the Open University Ghana to 

complement the efforts of the existing universities to increase the GTER from 18.84 per cent to 40 per cent 

by 2030. A study conducted by Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development in 2012, shows 

that 60 per cent of the Gross Domestic Product of France, Norway, Switzerland and the United Kingdom is 

contributed by students who acquired tertiary education of over 55 per cent. The Minister urged the 

https://www.kbc.co.ke/university-don-urges-youth-to-enroll-in-tvets-to-self-reliant/
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graduands to put to good use the knowledge acquired and be innovative and identify challenges as an 

opportunity for solutions. “AIMS Ghana has prepared you not just on the academic front but to play your 

part in the development of your respective countries. Your countries need your input and you must at 

every stage of your life play your part in turning Africa’s challenges around for the better”, he said. 

Read more here 

4. IT Web 

Digital education here to stay, and institutions must adapt (South Africa) 

The pace of digital progress waits for nobody, and the education sector cannot allow itself to fall back on 

its old ways post-pandemic, said Dr Stanley Mpofu, CIO of Wits University. Speaking during a webinar on 

the future of education, hosted by Logitech in partnership with ITWeb, Dr Mpofu said the pandemic had 

forced education institutions to adapt quickly to enable remote and hybrid learning, and that they should 

continue to embrace this change post-COVID. “People were almost forced into the digital state and they 

may still want to fall back into their old methods. But technology and digitalisation isn’t going to wait for 

anyone. We already had Wits University on a digital journey when the pandemic struck, and we have 

continued to drive these programmes, hiring a digital officer, automating processes and deploying AI, 

robotics and advanced analytics. We have reduced printing and there are no longer huge files of documents 

being brought into management meetings. Everything is moving into the cloud, and decisions are made on 

dashboards. You literally have to change the model of your organisation.” Dr Mpofu said when enabling 

remote and hybrid learning at the university, he learnt that the students had to be the prime consideration. 

“The most important stakeholders at the university are the students – you have to understand their needs 

to make remote and hybrid education relevant and beneficial for them.” He said the university had been 

preparing to roll out remote learning since 2018, and had found that the students needed access to 

materials and lectures at all hours of the day and night. It had also been determined that many could not 

afford devices and data, and some were not computer literate. To make remote and hybrid learning 

successful when COVID-19 struck, the university had negotiated data rates with MNOs and couriered 

devices to students. “The health status of students is critical too,” he said. “A lot goes on in their minds – 

fear of failure, security, inadequate access to technology. Therefore, in addition to lectures, we need to 

put an ecosystem in place to enable engagement and counselling so that students can function optimally. 

If the technology doesn’t serve all the interests of students and lecturers, its relevance will be tested.”  

Molly Schmidt, education marketing expert – Education at Logitech, said Logitech had focused heavily on 

partnership and enablement since the start of the pandemic, to help education institutions adapt to 

digitally enabled learning. “Logitech is ready to step in as a partner on educational equity. We know 

technology isn’t new, but the speed with which we were forced to incorporate that became an issue for 

schools across the globe,” she said. 

Read more here 

 

5. Daily News 

Health experts trained to enhance capacity in research (Tanzania) 

THE Muhimbili University of Health and Allied Sciences (MUHAS) in collaboration with Kilimanjaro Clinical 

Research Institute (KCRI) have provided training to health professionals from the East African region aimed 

at building capacity and proficiency in addressing challenges of conducting health research on proper use 

of medicines.  The training was facilitated by the Eastern Africa Consortium for Clinical Research (EACCR), 

and involved 16 participants from Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia and Tanzania. A representative from KCRI who 

https://www.myjoyonline.com/government-to-establish-girls-stem-shs-in-accra/
https://www.itweb.co.za/content/lwrKx73KWR87mg1o
https://www.itweb.co.za/contributors/nLPp6VMrDyvDKQzE
https://www.itweb.co.za/contributors/nLPp6VMrDyvDKQzE
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is also a Training Coordinator, Prof Reginald Kavishe made the remarks during closing of the Clinical 

Pharmacokinetics and Bioanalysis course at MUHAS in Dar es Salaam. He said the training aimed at helping 

health practitioners to provide appropriate education and services in the field of medicine on proper use 

for patients, and the type of dose which will be suitable for the patient concerned. He said that the training 

is the first this year to be held under EACCR, which is a short course that goes on for two weeks. Also, it 

aims to boost and deliver an Eastern Africa training and mentorship program. “We are targeting many 

people, but we face a challenge in terms of funds, because participants come from different countries in 

East Africa region,” he said. According to him, during the training sessions, the participants were able to 

visit the laboratory and see various studies conducted on medicines samples. “Through the training, the 

health practitioners will be able to help the public in providing the right dose in the area of medicine,” he 

said. He further said EACCR have been conducting various courses for specialists and researchers to build 

the capacity of East African countries to conduct research on health issues, including medicines. Chief 

Training Coordinator from MUHAS, Prof Minzi Omary commented that the training will help the researcher 

to interpret how the medicine is received in the body and how it works and also to increase efficiency in 

their workplaces. 

Read more here 

6. The Herald 

Ministry to launch new tertiary Agriculture Education curriculum (Zimbabwe) 

Lands, Agriculture, Fisheries, Water, and Rural Resettlement ministry will on July 28, launch the new 

curriculum for agriculture colleges. Titled Agriculture Education for Development 5.0 (AE4D 5.0), the new 

curriculum was developed by the ministry in consultation with diverse agriculture stakeholders. The 

curriculum development process was supported by the European Union (EU) funded Zimbabwe Agriculture 

Knowledge and Innovation Systems (ZAKIS) project and the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). The 

acting director in the ministry’s Department of Agriculture Education Mr Jotamu Dondofema said: 

“Implementation of the new curriculum is expected to transform the way we train students and in turn the 

agricultural sector. The curriculum responds to pillar three of the Agriculture and Food Systems 

Transformation Strategy (AFSTS) which seeks to institutionalise an efficient agricultural knowledge, 

technology, and innovation system. This, in turn, feeds into National Development Strategy 1 (NDS1) and 

Vision 2030.” He said that the curriculum will contribute towards the attainment of AFSTS and NDS1 

through a strong emphasis on practical training, research, entrepreneurship, and innovation. “The AE4D 

5.0 will provide students, farmers and scientists with the right attitude, knowledge and skills in the practice 

of agriculture. It will create a pool of skilled, enterprising, competent and innovative personnel that is 

capable of meeting the diverse and changing needs of our agricultural sector.” The curriculum introduces 

new courses which were missing in the old curriculum. These include research, innovation, and 

entrepreneurship. In an interview recently, ZAKIS head of project Mr Waddilove Sansole said: “The 

curriculum is expected to catalyse transformative agricultural development by establishing a practical, 

relevant, market-oriented and farmer-centred education system that provides hands-on experience and 

exposes students to modern farming practices and technologies.” ZAKIS and FAO-SAFE are part of the EU 

funded Zimbabwe Agricultural Growth Programme (ZAGP). Through a €40 million financial support package 

from the EU, ZAGP seeks to contribute to the development of a diversified and efficient agriculture sector 

that promotes inclusive green economic growth. Its focus is on increasing profitability, building the capacity 

of farmers, service institutions, and the private sector through increased investment, institutional reforms, 

and policy alignment. 

https://dailynews.co.tz/news/2021-07-2460fbd1b501060.aspx
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Read more here 

7. Daily Monitor  

Mak PhD students cry out as dons fight over jobs (Uganda) 

Fights between an associate professor at Makerere University and a dean have escalated, leaving several 

PhD candidates bearing the brunt of the feud and suffering what they termed as “irreparable damage.” 

Jude Ssempebwa, an associate professor at the East African School of Higher Education Studies and 

Development (EASHESD), and Ronald Bisaso, a dean, have been embroiled in bitter personal and 

professional feuds since 2017, according to details contained in leaked documents. The documents show 

strongly-worded accusations and counter-accusations that have drawn in the Vice Chancellor, Prof 

Barnabas Nawangwe, who issued a restraining order against Ssempebwa and also set up a committee to 

investigate the conduct of the junior professor. But bearing the brunt are the students, some of whom told 

Sunday Monitor that they have been victimised for merely being supervisees of Ssempebwa. “I’m the 

target because my supervisor is Ssempebwa, with whom Bisaso has problems,” Mr Peter Ntale, a student, 

said. “Bisaso must show Ssempebwa as incompetent in supervision of PhD students such that his case 

against him stands,” he added. More than a year since Ntale submitted his thesis, the PhD student is yet 

to defend it. After claiming glaring gaps in the external examiner’s assessment, he asked for a review and 

in May, the higher degrees committee asked him to submit a rebuttal. “Until now, they have not decided 

since the chairman of that committee is Bisaso. I’ve waited for a whole year to receive the examination 

report,” he said. “I submitted my thesis on March 11, 2020. I only got feedback on March 8, 2021, after a 

full year, yet the examination policy says only three months,” he added. Like Ntale, other students such as 

Sr Stella Kamanzi -- who Ntale said has presented her proposal for two years -- John Habimana, Sophia 

Geera and Ahmed Katalemwa, have been silently seething with frustration after being trampled on by the 

two fighting elephants in their college. Some of the students Sunday Monitor contacted expressed 

reservations about speaking to the media, saying they were already victims and that the powers-that-be 

might victimise them further. “The information you need is so critical, I hope l will not be a victim of 

circumstance,” said one of the students, who admitted to having been caught up in the storm raised in the 

bullfight. The vice chancellor’s reaction has been textbook. On June 15, Prof Nawangwe ordered 

Ssempebwa to cease “slanderous attacks” against Bisaso and other colleagues in the college. “It has come 

to my notice that despite earlier warnings to you against making slanderous attacks on Ronald Bisaso and 

other staff in the College of Education and External Studies (CEES) using social media platforms and the 

Makerere staff mailing list, you have disregarded the warnings and continued with such mischievousness,” 

he wrote. “Please note that your actions are in breach of the university’s communication policy and they 

are against all norms of civil behaviour in an institution of higher learning such as Makerere University. 

Read more here 

8. Times Higher Education 

US universities push for fewer hurdles on gene editing farm animals 

A coalition of US veterinary schools and public colleges is pressing the federal government to remove 

obstacles to gene editing in farm animals that they say are blocking hundreds of critical food-related 

research projects. The US has several dozen agricultural and veterinary colleges, and nearly all of them 

could push ahead needed research on hundreds of projects if regulatory processes were improved, the 

academic associations are insisting in a new analysis. “It’s been such a roadblock for years,” said Noelle 

Cockett, president of Utah State University, who led the just-concluded review for the American 

https://www.herald.co.zw/ministry-to-launch-new-tertiary-agriculture-education-curriculum/
https://www.monitor.co.ug/uganda/news/education/mak-phd-students-cry-out-as-dons-fight-over-jobs--3485896
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Association of Veterinary Medical Colleges and the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities. The 

hundreds of projects worthy of research, but which are largely frozen by fear of regulatory chaos, include 

improving the ability of meat-producing animals to also deliver good-quality milk or wool and improving 

their disease resistance, Dr Cockett said. A chief argument of the university groups is that researchers and 

industry have been using gene-editing insights to cross-breed animals of the same species for decades, yet 

the rules appear to be getting tougher just because the technical methods of accomplishing the same basic 

tasks have grown more sophisticated. Advances including CRISPR-Cas9, the newest and most advanced 

gene-editing tool, have “so much potential” in such areas, Dr Cockett said, but much of it is stifled “because 

no university is going to bet on getting this into production at this point”. Experts warn, however, that the 

universities are being pulled by the lure of corporate partnerships into a political minefield that’s brought 

heavy controversy since gene-editing techniques were first developed in the 1970s. The US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) has primary responsibility for approving genetically modified foods, and it does have 

a tough approval process, said Jennifer Kuzma, professor of public and international affairs at North 

Carolina State University. But that’s not unwarranted given the complexities and potential implications of 

genetic changes that could become permanent and spread across the food supply, said Professor Kuzma, 

a co-founder and co-director of the Genetic Engineering and Society Center at NC State. Research delays 

attributed to the FDA may be upsetting some universities but could benefit them in the long run if it 

prevents a dangerous mistake, Professor Kuzma said. A textbook cautionary tale has been the attempt to 

breed dairy cattle without horns. The horns are dangerous in farm settings, and their physical removal is 

hard on the animal. Researchers at the University of California at Davis have developed genome-edited 

dairy bulls that don’t grow horns, but their commercial partners haven’t been able to win FDA approval for 

their use in milk production. 

Read more here 

9. Jacaranda FM 

Traditional healers waiting for Covid-19 remedy green light  

The group is waiting for the university to give the remedy the green light. M5 Medi group says they’ve had 

to wait for over 90 days for SMU to release the preliminary findings for their herbal remedy. “We were 

requested to wait for Sefako Makgatho to consult with its own statutory body before they can revert to us, 

as the statement has stated is that it has now been three months we have been waiting,” says attorney 

Molatelo Mahapa. “Initially we were consistently in communication and we knew all the steps and 

processes and time frames. As we speak three months has passed and we are still in the dark. And that is 

where our outcry is and we don’t understand what is happening. Given the urgency of this project and 

what is happening in the country.” In 2020, the M5 group approached SMU to have its herbal remedy 

tested for safety and efficacy, in hope that the medicine would be used as an alternative treatment for the 

deadly coronavirus. However, no feedback has been given to them. “Of great concern to us, is the impact 

of the delay in the registering of the herbal product with the country’s health regulatory bodies,” says 

spokesperson Mogale Mogale. “We have made a commitment to the public to share the findings of the 

preliminary report as soon as they are available. More and more people have been taking the medicine 

since the first wave and have testified to its effectiveness as a remedy for the disease. “On the other hand 

the country continues to lose more lives from the deadly virus. We feel that further delays in announcing 

the results are not helping in the fight against the scourge.” In a statement, SMU says work on testing the 

product has only just begun. Spokesperson Eric Pule says testing has not yet proven the efficacy and safety 

of the herbal product. “We have started work to test the herbal product and have not reached the stage 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/us-universities-push-fewer-hurdles-gene-editing-farm-animals?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=editorial-daily&mc_cid=98b9dd652d&mc_eid=42f674b686
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or seen the results that can provide efficacy and safety on the M5 Medigroup herbal product. “SMU will 

continue to work with M5 Medigroup in promoting indigenous knowledge systems using best practices." 

Read more here 

10. News24 

Traditional learning gets a reboot (South Africa) 

At first glance, it is easy to mistake the new UCT Online High School as merely another offering in the rapidly 

growing stable of online learning products and services sparked by the Covid-19 lockdown, but if widely 

adopted and supported by local and national government it could herald a complete paradigm shift in 

education. The University of Cape Town (UCT), in partnership with Cape Town-based education technology 

company Valenture Institute, last week launched the UCT Online High School. The school’s ecosystem 

incorporates both a free online school platform – with a curriculum for any teacher and learner to use for 

a broad range of Caps subjects – as well as paid-for enrolment, giving learners access to education with 

support from teachers and mentors. Setting it apart from other online learning models, the high school’s 

ecosystem aims to include “a series of blended learning micro-schools for learners who need the safety of 

a physical space, as well as access to reliable hardware and internet connection to complete their studies”. 

And it is here where a possible solution to South Africa’s growing education crisis lies, UCT and Valenture 

claim. Speaking at the virtual press conference held on Thursday 21 July, UCT Chancellor Dr Precious Moloi-

Motsepe said the school presented a ray of hope to re-imagine the education system. “The system, as it 

currently stands, stunts and wastes South Africa’s human potential. This is a gross injustice. Using the 

conventional education model, we can’t build physical schools fast enough to be able to serve Africa’s 

growing education needs. We can’t train and recruit teachers fast enough to meet the estimated 350 000 

new teachers required every year to educate the youth bulge on the continent,” said Moloi-Motsepe. 

Cognisant of the socio-economic challenges faced by the majority of the country’s youth, Valenture 

Institute Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Robert Paddock said that online learning exclusively was not a good 

solution for children in rural and impoverished areas. “One of the incredible functions that schools perform 

for children from these areas is acting as a safe harbour from these very harsh realities at home. So the 

idea that we just have to give every learner a laptop and a smartphone and give them instant access and 

somehow magically learning will happen is just wrong. Paddock said their view was that the country needed 

to capitalise on the affordances and efficiencies that online created while being sensitive to the context 

the majority of learners found themselves in. For the past year and a half, the institute has been running a 

blended learning micro-schools pilot project in Mitchell’s Plain. Paddock explained that the model is based 

on taking existing infrastructure and converting it into a co-learning space. For example, one of the 

institute’s first micro-schools in Mitchell’s Plain is a converted storeroom. 

Read more here 

11. Times Higher Education 

Academic conclusions differ wildly even on same data, study finds (Global) 

Academics come to vastly different research conclusions even when given the same questions and dataset, 

raising the need for scholars to meticulously document the decisions and judgements they make during 

their work, a new study has found. Twenty-nine teams of analysts tested two hypotheses on a common 

dataset of online academic discussions. The first hypothesis was that “a woman’s tendency to participate 

actively in a conversation correlates positively with the number of females in the discussion”. The second 

postulated that “higher-status participants are more verbose than are lower-status participants”. By 

https://www.jacarandafm.com/news/news/traditional-healers-waiting-covid-19-remedy-green-light/
https://www.news24.com/news24/SouthAfrica/Local/Peoples-Post/traditional-learning-gets-a-reboot-20210726
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tracking the decisions made by researchers using a new tool called Data Explained, the study discovered 

just how open to interpretation these questions were. Some analysts defined “high status” as an 

academic’s job rank, whereas others used citations, for example. “Verbose” could mean the number of 

words in an academic’s comment or the number of comments they made over the course of a year. 

Different teams also used different statistical techniques and sample sizes. “Where you make judgements, 

there is noise, and more than we think,” said co-author Martin Schweinsberg, assistant professor of 

organisational behaviour at the business school ESMT Berlin. The result was that “researchers reported 

radically different analyses and dispersed empirical outcomes”, according to the paper, which was 

published in Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes. For the second hypothesis, testing a 

link between status and verbosity, 29 per cent of analysts found evidence in support, but 21 per cent 

concluded the exact reverse. As for the idea that women speak more when other women are present, 

there was more consensus, with nearly two-thirds finding support for this hypothesis. Still, more than a 

fifth found an effect in the opposite direction. The findings “very vividly show” just how many ways there 

are of tackling a seemingly simple question, said Professor Schweinsberg. The work is the latest in a series 

of crowdsourced experiments in which multiple research teams independently tackle the same question 

with the same data. One 2018 experiment explored racial bias, looking at whether soccer referees gave 

more red cards to dark-skinned players. A majority found evidence of racial bias, but the spectrum of 

findings was huge, with the “disturbing implication [being] that if only one team had obtained the dataset 

and presented their preferred analysis, the scientific conclusion drawn could have been anything from 

major racial disparities in red cards to equal outcomes”, according to Professor Schweinsberg’s paper. 

Read more here 

12. University World News  

Long way to go for parity for women in HE leadership (Global) 

The latest International Brief for Higher Education Leaders from the American Council on Education (ACE) 

and the Center for International Higher Education (CIHE), titled Women’s Representation in Higher 

Education Leadership Around the World, reveals the “unfinished” business that is achieving gender 

equality at institutional, national and international levels. The brief includes country cases with new data 

from Hong Kong (Linda Chelan Li and Iris Chui Ping Kam); Indonesia (Dorothy Ferary); Kazakhstan (Aliya 

Kuzhabekova); Malaysia (Norzaini Azman); Ghana (Christine Adu-Yeboah, Georgina Yaa Oduro and Dorothy 

Takyiakwaa); South Africa (Adéle Moodly); Mexico (Alma Maldonado-Maldonado and Roberto Rodríguez 

Gómez); Australia (Amalia Di Iorio); and Finland (Terhi Nokkala). It also includes international analyses of 

women’s leadership in higher education by Fanny M Cheung and Joanna Regulska, as well as a section on 

the diverse dimensions of gender equality, including contributions on the subjects of leadership at 

women’s colleges (Kristen A Renn) and black women and intersectionality in US higher education (Ashley 

Gray), as well as a personal reflection on women’s leadership by Lily S Hsu. The brief argues that, while 

overall access of women to higher education as students has risen in some but not all regions (sometimes 

achieving more than parity), this development is not uniform and is by and large not paralleled in positions 

of either leadership and decision-making or at the highest levels of institutional administration. The 

proportion of women in senior leadership positions in the country cases of the brief range from practically 

non-existent participation at universities in Ghana or public universities in Hong Kong to 28% of vice-

chancellor positions in Australian higher education. Although the barriers and support related to the 

achievement of women leaders in higher education vary by social and historical context, there are 

nonetheless certain identifiable commonalities across the country cases examined that make clear the 

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/academic-conclusions-differ-wildly-even-same-data-study-finds?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=editorial-daily&mc_cid=98b9dd652d&mc_eid=42f674b686
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unfinished nature of the project of achieving gender equality in women’s leadership in higher education. 

The unfinished nature of the achievement of the human right of gender equality, in terms of representation 

of women in leadership in general and in higher education in particular, may be understood as partial at 

three levels in relation to: (i) national or regional context; (ii) historical effects and socio-cultural 

foundations; and (iii) individuals and the complexity of individual identity, including marginalisation factors. 

Read more here 
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https://www.universityworldnews.com/post.php?story=20210719134249610
https://www.news24.com/
https://www.news24.com/
mailto:communications@ruforum.org
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